
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android. Nice!  

 

 

12-10-2015 "Extreme Ideology Priorities...” calls for Assad’s 

ouster when Breast Cancer kills 160K Yale Kids Mom's in the 4 

years they are at Yale! "Extreme Ideology?” Smog Alert 

changing its name to Cancer Alert! 10 cent gasoline is 

Higher in Priorities in Talks in Paris than $777 Trillion from 

African Oil Fields! Killing's of the Rabbi Yosef Raksin in the 

Miami, Denver, Boston, extreme Super Computer simulation's 

of these killings in the New York Times Video section... 19K 

SWF killed in 2015 by Mad Men Drunk!  

 

12-10-2015 The Yale Daily Campus News... “Yale, not jail.” At 

a town hall in Iowa, Democratic presidential candidate 

Hillary Clinton LAW ’73 took a question from a voter wearing 

a Yale hat. Before she answered his question, Clinton made a 

joke about attending the Yale Law School saying, “I’ve spent 

time there. That was Yale, not jail! Holocaust II can't be 

denied for much longer...  

 

12-10-2015 "Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 78,000 years to 

travel 4 light years today. "Extreme Ideology... of War not 



Star Wars!”  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

"Extreme Super Computer simulation's in the New York Times 

Video section... Hell Yes!  

 

78,000 years to travel 4 light years today, Extreme Super 

Computer simulation's!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Southern Hemisphere claims the three brightest stars of the 

night sky: Sirius, Canopus and Alpha Centauri. Canopus 

belongs to the Carina constellation, notorious for two things: 

the Carina Nebula, four times as large and even brighter 

than the famous Orion Nebula, and the star system Eta 

Carinae, which is expected to burst as a supernova or 

hypernova sometime in the next thousand years. The 

explosion would be so bright that you would see it during the 

day, and you could even read a book by its light at night. 

Alpha Centauri and Beta Centauri, the 11th-brightest star, 

are called “The Pointers,” as they form a line in the sky to the 

constellation Crux. Crux is the smallest of all 88 

constellations but one of the most distinctive. Crux is the 

Coalsack Nebula, a deep dark patch where stars are born. 

Near the Coalsack is the Jewel Box, a cluster of roughly 100 

stars colored red, white and blue, and visible with a pair of 

binoculars. There’s also Omega Centauri, the largest and 

brightest globular cluster in the sky, with its topaz, orange 

and red stars.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity written 

out 1,001 IP invention projects.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Yale's “illicit assets” are Elite Alumni like Kerry not even 

trying to win the breast + brain cancer war! Could Kerry get 

into Los Alamos... and take over a Super Computer for Brain 

+ Breast Cancer Today instead of flying into Syria, Biden 

would give him a Medal of Honor for the ingenuity, grin. 

Obama would fire him!  

 

12-10-2015 "Extreme Ideology?” x-ray Machines upgraded to 

gamma-ray! Gamma-ray radiation, the most energetic form 

of radiation, billions of times more energetic than the type 

of light visible to our eyes. 12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key 

West with Greg + Wives...  

 

 

12-10-2015 "Extreme Ideology Priorities...” Gravity Engine 

built at Ford without knowing how Gravity is Generated.  

 



 

 

 

"Extreme Ideology?” x-ray Machines upgraded to gamma-

ray! Gamma-ray radiation, the most energetic form of 



radiation, billions of times more energetic than the type of 

light visible to our eyes.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity lets you 

click on all these Gamma Ray Machines and learn how they 

were invented. Like the Rx Recipe not peanut butter cookie 

recipe.  

 

"Extreme Ideology?” Hunger Games Part 3 + 4 Katniss 

Gamma Ray Arrows show the higher tech side of the "Girl On 

Fire!" Not a Sony movie made for the Pentagon... grin! In the 

US, gamma ray detectors are beginning to be used as part of 

the Container Security Initiative (CSI). These machines are 

advertised to be able to scan 30 containers per hour. Gamma 

radiation is often used to kill living organisms, in a process 

called irradiation. Applications of this include the 

sterilization of medical equipment (as an alternative to 

autoclaves or chemical means), the removal of decay-

causing bacteria from many foods and the prevention of the 

sprouting of fruit and vegetables to maintain freshness and 

flavor. Despite their cancer-causing properties, gamma rays 

are also used to treat some types of cancer, since the rays kill 

cancer cells also. In the procedure called gamma-knife 

surgery, multiple concentrated beams of gamma rays are 

directed to the growth in order to kill the cancerous cells. 

The beams are aimed from different angles to concentrate 

the radiation on the growth while minimizing damage to 

surrounding tissues. Gamma rays are also used for 

diagnostic purposes in nuclear medicine in imaging 

techniques. A number of different gamma-emitting 

radioisotopes are used. For example, in a PET scan a 



radiolabeled sugar called fludeoxyglucose emits positrons 

that are annihilated by electrons, producing pairs of 

gamma rays that highlight cancer as the cancer often has a 

higher metabolic rate than the surrounding tissues. The 

most common gamma emitter used in medical applications 

is the nuclear isomer technetium-99m which emits gamma 

rays in the same energy range as diagnostic X-rays. When 

this radionuclide tracer is administered to a patient, a 

gamma camera can be used to form an image of the 

radioisotope's distribution by detecting the gamma 

radiation emitted (see also SPECT). Depending on which 

molecule has been labeled with the tracer, such techniques 

can be employed to diagnose a wide range of conditions (for 

example, the spread of cancer to the bones via bone scan).  

 

 



 



 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” Killing of the Rabbi Yosef 

Raksin in the Miami, Denver, Boston, 1,001 killing by 

Obama's Extreme Ideology without a Lobotomy for these 

Black Kids.  

 

"Extreme Ideology?” iPhone 7 dash cam mandatory in all 

2016 cars, Body Cam's on all Black Kids  

 



 

 

 

Deandre Edwin Charles went on a robbery spree throughout 

Northeast Miami-Dade and North Miami Beach he ran into 



Rabbi Yosef Raksin, who was walking to synagogue. 

Prosecutors believe the suspect set out to rob Raksin. Raksin 

did not have any cash on him. Police said Charles shot 

Raksin once in the chest, then took off on foot empty-handed 

killing the Rabbi in cold blood... 19K SWF's will also be killed 

by OJ in 2015. OJ has also gone on a robbery spree at gas 

stations sucker punching Jewish + SWF's every day of the year 

in 2015... Orwell is watching but not watching out for you.  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

At Least 9,115 Killed in Ukraine Conflict, U.N. Says 1:08 AM 

ET section A - page 10 By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE  

 

At Least 160,000 Killed in Stage 4 Conflict, U.N. Says 1:08 AM 

ET section A - page 10 By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said Wednesday that 

Russia has been “helpful” in the efforts to forge a transition 

in Syria, though his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov 

accused the U.S. and its allies of encouraging the spread of 

Islamic State through their calls for Assad’s ouster.  

 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Kerry U.S. dropped 3,271 bombs in November on Syria; 160K 

Yale Kids Moms died just from Breast Cancer in 4 years Kerry 

was at Yale and another 160K in the 4 Years Kerry is in 

Syria.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

U.S. and its allies have complained Putin’s focus has been on 

protecting Assad rather than stopping Islamic State, that 

strategy may have shifted. Russia is increasingly targeting 

the group’s oil operations... $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues 

confiscated by Yale Kids who's mom's have died from Breast 

Cancer in the last 4 years!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  



 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity to use the 

$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues for kickbacks that work for 

our Habitat for Humanity, Jimmy Carter must be writing his 

confession book instead of becoming "Snowden" II.  

 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Russia’s most advanced air-defense system, the S400  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Walter Reed's most advanced cancer detection systems at the 

Airports, Publix, and Whole Foods Grocery Store $777 

Trillion!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

45,000 to 50,000 fighters with military experience, fighters 

from Chechnya and Afghanistan, Syrian army officers that 

we trained ourselves.” Klimov said. “This is a very serious 

opponent.”  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

45K MD's trained have been killed by Yale Medical School 

passing OJ when this very serious opponent "brain + Breast" 

cancer has even killed the VP's Son!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity in 

diagnosis when the journalists don't have a MD degree. Hell, 

we still don't know the basics of Jimmy Carters cancer let 



alone the details of how it got into his DNA. Super Computer 

simulation on the New York Times Video section... Hell No!  

 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Kim Jong Un appeared on Thursday to claim his country has 

developed a hydrogen bomb, a step up from the less powerful 

atomic bomb, but outside experts were skeptical.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Carter is in talks with Kim Jong Un to develop a Brain + 

Breast Cancer Rx Overnight Cure but Carter is skeptical the 

1984 II Dictators will let him even work on the Rx Overnight 

Cure for Brain + Breast Cancer as if he gets a serendipity it 

will destroy Walter Reed!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity of North 

Korea for 50 years. Sony movies for the Pentagon can't win 

the war with North Korea. LG Ultra 100" monitors in the 

Apple-Starbucks Ultra Store School University will replace 

UCLA. 24/7 has been outlawed at Yale Medical School as to 

much work. WHO at the UN could not remember to put out 

the statistics until Beau died of Brain Cancer. Biden wasted 

all these years working for Obama. Wow! Yale University will 

be starting its Christmas break soon without a Rx Breast 

Cancer Overnight Cure for Yale Mom's who will die on 

Christmas Day without it. Breast Cancer drugs in short 

supply is headlines at the New York Times!  

 

12-10-2015 The Yale Daily Campus News says congrats. In an 



article published yesterday, the Harvard Crimson board 

announced that, after over 130 issues, it would turn over to 

welcome a new class of editors. As we here at 202 York St. 

prepare to publish our last issue before winter break 

tomorrow 12-11-2015, we wish the former Crimson editors the 

best in their future endeavors.  

 

12-10-2015 The Yale Daily Campus News... “Yale, not jail.” At 

a town hall in Iowa, Democratic presidential candidate 

Hillary Clinton LAW ’73 took a question from a voter wearing 

a Yale hat. Before she answered his question, Clinton made a 

joke about attending the Yale Law School saying, “I’ve spent 

time there. That was Yale, not jail! Holocaust II can't be 

denied for much longer...  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

 

Chinese Justice System Relies on Torture, U.N. Panel Says 

section A - page 16 By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE  

 

In Beijing, a Day Off School for Smog Is No Fun for Anyone 

section A - page 18 By JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Chinese justice relies on torture, I hope the Justice Chief in 

China will tell the classrooms of kids they will die a tortured 

death from cancer. Smog Alert changing its name to Cancer 

Alert!  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 



"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity in China, 

Chinese will be quoted as saying they were stabbed in the 

back by the USA, not Putin. Navy Jets shooting school 

children heading for Saint Jude... shot down over Syria air 

space.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity written 

out 1,001 IP invention projects.  

 

12-10-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

"Extreme Ideology Priorities...” 1,001 IP ingenuity written 

out 1,001 IP invention projects.  

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html


index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com


 


